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Djwhal Khul here. Tashi Delek.
Alright. We’re going to have Mars moving into Libra and then next week’s focus will be Venus in
Libra so I wanted to talk a little bit about the effects of what’s going on between Mars and Neptune
and the psychic energies and the power of the moons and kind of everything is sort of building up
now.
So I’m going to say if you understand how pressure can build and then explode like a volcano or
anything like that, then that’s essentially the type of pressure that’s happening now. It is causing
some inflammation in the body, it’s causing irritation at emotional levels and it’s doing all kinds of

interesting things to communications, because we also have Mercury doing some important things.
So psychically on communication levels, telecommunications, satellites, just about everything
should probably be presenting challenges.
So as Mars moves into Libra you have a chance to use those balancing scales and to temper things
a bit but it also can bring sort of a, almost a pause or not being able to decide which way to go or
what to do in terms of taking action, which would be a Mars type thing.
So I’m going to say just see if you can kind of float, like you’re just floating on water and just
waiting until you kind of naturally float ashore or something and just let the sense of peace and
calm and serenity continue to come through you or flow through you and that will help take the
edge off all of the pressure.
Alright Dear Ones. As always, thank you and my love to you.
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